**LESCO® CHARIOT SPX**

The most dependable, affordable, and best performing units on the market today. It Has to Work. Every, Single. Time.

**Specifications:**
- **Engine:** Subaru EX270 [9HP]
- **Transaxle:** Hydrostatic
- **Speed:** 5.7 MPH (Features Cruise Control)
- **Hopper:** 200 lb. LESCO® Hopper
- **Hopper Motor:** 50 Watt Motor with Variable Speed Control
- **Spray Pump:** 2 GPM
- **Spray Nozzles:** Dual Stainless TeeJet (11' Spray Width)
- **Tanks:** 20 Gallon Total: 2 - 10 Gallon Tanks
- **Dimensions:** 62.5” x 35.5” x 53”
- **Weight (Dry):** 635 lbs.
- **Warranty:** One Year: Unit
  Five Year: Engine
  *Consult Owners Manual for full warranty details

**Optional Accessories:**
- **1006917—Chariot SPX Hopper Cover**
  Minimizes fertilizer dust getting out and moisture getting in

- **00009952—Calibration Gauges**
  Set and “Fine Tune” the calibration of your LESCO® Hopper

- **Carrying Rack**
  Hitch mounted carrier that fits in any 2” receiver

- **007876—Measuring Wheel**
  Obtain precise measurement of turf areas; Helps aid in proper calibration of spreaders

- **023232—LESCO® Sol Tank Cleaner**
  Neutralizes chemicals and reduces pump valve strainer issues